
Enterprise Mobility
Manage vendors, enforce policy, and gain efficiencies 
through augmenting your team with Advantage experts 
that bring extended value to your mobile program

Centralize your mobile environment to reap visibility 
and cost savings like never before. 

The need for immediate access to online content and high-bandwidth business 
applications has made mobility a vital element in every company’s business plan. But 
the wide variety of devices, service providers, plans and features, combined with variable 
elements like employee travel and turnover, make the management of a corporate 
mobility environment a daunting task. It is no longer efficient to track and manage 
mobility via spreadsheets and emails while also auditing bills, monitoring contacts, 
and requesting credits from carriers. Expense management aside, just administering a 
mobile program for a large user base creates resourcing challenges for device ordering, 
elongates helpdesk response times, and complicates large scale device rollouts.

Advantage brings enterprise mobility solutions, or managed mobility services (MMS), 
to help businesses around the world better manage their enterprise mobile assets. 
Through a mix of technology, people, and process, we scrutinize every element of your 
corporate mobility environment on a daily basis to optimize your costs, increase your 
efficiency and provide you with real-time visibility and control. All with no change in 
service to your end users and reduction of management overhead.

CENTRALIZED INVENTORY 
A single software platform provides 

IT admins with reliable views into 

inventory and ownership

COST REDUCTION 
Proprietary software tools 

automatically align plans and 

usage to optimize expenses

WORKFLOW AUTOMATION 
Automate ordering and approval 

tasks or interface with an ITSM and 

leverage your existing workflows

REPORTING & ANALYTICS 
Dashboard visibility to examine 

your entire mobile estate across 

device types, users, and overall 

expense trending across vendors

Benefits 

DEVICE PROCUREMENT

PLAN OPTIMIZATION

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

HELP DESK SUPPORT

LOGISTICS AND ROLLOUT

Features



Learn more at AdvantageCG.com
info@AdvantageCG.com   |   +1 212.872.1700

We optimize the technology lifecycle

Advantage is a managed service provider that drives value to 
your organization through five key stages in the technology 
journey. Employing expert practitioners, efficient processes, and a 
unique software platform, we solve the challenges of managing 
technology in the modern enterprise. 

DESIGN 

Based on your business drivers and global best practices, 

we create purpose-built solutions leveraging leading 

technologies and ideal providers.

SOURCE  

Leverage our experience, benchmarking, and global partner 

network to select service providers, negotiate the best 

possible terms, and contract for the lowest rates. 

INSTALL  

Capitalize on our project management leadership for a 

seamless rollout of new solutions and the timely disconnect 

of legacy services.

MAINTAIN  

Ongoing managed support of daily activities such as moves, 

adds and changes to your services, while having full visibility 

into your inventory through our Command Center platform. 

VALIDATE  

Receive ongoing managed services to support the invoice 

lifecycle, including contract management, expense 

validation, dispute resolution, and AP/GL feeds for payment.

From procurement and provisioning through inventory and 
expense management, we optimize your communications 
solutions across voice, data, cloud, and mobility. Advantage is your 
team behind the scenes—so you can focus on success.

Why Advantage? 
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